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Abstract.  Interstellar pickup ions are dynamically important in the outer heliosphere where they

mass-load and heat the solar wind.  Some of these pickup ions are transformed into energetic

neutral atoms (ENAs) by charge exchange with the residual cold interstellar gas that is the pri-

mary constituent of the outer heliosphere.  The most detailed measurements of interstellar pickup

ions in the heliosphere are currently available only between ~1 and ~5 AU.  Among the most

interesting and least expected observations are those of ubiquitous suprathermal tails on the dis-

tribution of pickup and solar wind protons and all heavier ions that can be measured.  Here we

report new measurements of solar wind proton and alpha particle distributions and of pickup He+

spectra upstream and downstream of Jupiter's bow shock.  We find that in the magnetosheath,

27% of the total pickup H+ density is in the tail portion of the distribution, compared to only

0.4% in the upstream spectrum.  For He+ the entire core distribution is apparently heated in

crossing the shock.  These results have important implications for particle acceleration at the he-

liospheric termination shock, and for predicting the fluxes of energetic neutral atoms in the inner

heliosphere produced from solar wind and pickup ions heated and accelerated at the termination

shock.

INTRODUCTION

Interstellar pickup ions, predicted to exist deep inside the heliosphere [1,2] long before

the launches of the Voyager spacecraft, were finally observed many years thereafter

[3,4,5].  A new extended source of pickup ions, the so-called 'Inner Source', was dis-

covered [6,7] and studied [7,8] using data from the Solar Wind Ion Composition

Spectrometer (SWICS) on Ulysses [9].  Detailed measurements of pickup ions from

both of these extended sources, primarily with SWICS on Ulysses at 1.4 to 5.4 AU

and ACE at 1 AU, have given us new insights on the interactions of these high-

temperature ions with the solar wind.  Using this information it is possible to extrapo-

late pickup ion observations in the inner heliosphere to distances beyond 5 AU, and

thus infer the likely characteristics of pickup ions in the distant heliosphere where, as

it turned out, Voyagers are not equipped to make these measurements.  It is also possi-

ble to deduce the chemical and isotopic abundances of the neutral component of the

interstellar gas from observations of pickup ions deep inside the heliosphere.
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In the outer heliosphere pickup ions are dynamically important.  They mass-load

and heat the solar wind and cause it to slow down.  Production of additional pickup

ions by electron-impact ionization of interstellar neutrals in the vicinity of the termi-

nation shock can cause additional slowing of the solar wind, as shown in Fig. 1, if

there is significant heating and acceleration of solar wind electrons upstream of the

termination shock.  Finally, pickup ions with sufficient energy to move toward the Sun

will produce energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) that can be observed even at 1 AU as de-

scribed elsewhere in these Proceedings [10].

ACCELERATION OF PICKUP AND SOLAR WIND IONS BY A

STANDING SHOCK

While it will not be possible to observe the heating of pickup and the solar wind ions

by the termination shock with Voyager 1, Ulysses is properly instrumented to study

these processes at the bow shock of Jupiter.  The Jovian bow shock is a reasonable

analogue to the termination shock and one would expect that both shocks would heat

and accelerate ions in a similar fashion.

In Fig. 2 are shown the solar wind speed and the counting rates of protons and

penetrating particles measured by SWICS on Ulysses during the inbound pass in Feb-

ruary 1992.  The bow shock location is clearly marked by the dropout of the solar

wind speed and the sharp decrease in the proton rate.  A rapid increase in the pene-

trating particles rate and a further drop in the proton rate indicate the location of the

magnetopause.  The times of bow shock and magnetopause crossings agree with cor-

responding times deduced from magnetic field observations [11].

FIGURE 1.  Decrease of solar wind speed with distance from the Sun.  Filled circles are solar wind

speeds inferred [19] from anisotropy measurements of low energy ions on Voyager 1.  The rapid slow-

down of the solar wind (bold solid curve) may be caused by additional mass loading from pickup ions

produced from interstellar neutrals by electron-impact ionization from an assumed source of hot elec-

trons near the termination shock.  The predicted slow-downs without electron-impact ionization (dotted

and dashed curves) are inconsistent with these Voyager observations.
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FIGURE 2.  Solar wind speed and counting rates of 0.6-60 keV protons and penetrating particles dur-

ing the inbound pass of Ulysses through the Jovian magnetosphere on 2 February 1992 showing the

locations of the bow shock and magnetopause.  Behind the bow shock the core solar wind H+ falls be-

low the 0.6 keV/e energy limit of SWICS causing the sudden drop in the counting rate of protons.

Differential energy spectra for H+, He++ and He+, shown in Fig. 3, were obtained

both in the upstream region in the solar wind and in the magnetosheath, downstream

of the bow shock.  Solar wind proton and alpha particle peaks in the spectra upstream

of the bow shock (Fig. 3a) are below the energy limit of SWICS in the magnetosheath,

and thus not visible in the spectra shown in Fig. 3b.  Pickup He+ has the usual cutoff

in the upstream region.  This cutoff is not seen downstream of the bow shock.  Finally,

while the intensity in the suprathermal tail portion of the H+ and He++ spectra is sub-

stantially higher in the downstream compared to the upstream region, the intensity of

pickup He+ between ~0.4 and ~7 keV/nuc is actually lower in the magnetosheath

compared to its value in the solar wind.

FIGURE 3.  Differential energy spectra of H+, He++ and He+, averaged over the indicated time inter-

vals in regions (a) upstream (solar wind) and (b) downstream (magnetosheath) of the Jovian bow shock.
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PICKUP ION DISTRIBUTIONS DOWNSTREAM OF THE SHOCK

We first consider the transformation of the proton distribution in crossing the bow

shock.  In Fig. 4a the proton spectrum, measured in the energy range of SWICS

(shaded portion) in the upstream region (filled circles), is well represented by the sum

of two convected isotropic kappa functions (CIKFs).  The convection speed of each is

the 456 km/s solar wind speed.  The parameter values for the number density, n, ther-

mal speed, Vth, and  for the core and tail distributions are indicated in the figure.

In the downstream (magnetosheath) region the solar wind peak of the core distribu-

tion is no longer visible, but the intensity in the tail is about a factor of 8 higher than in

the tail of the solar wind distribution upstream of the shock.  In the magnetosheath the

average solar wind electron density [12,13], and thus also the average magnetosheath

solar wind proton density, is ~0.146 cm-3 which is 2.43 times the upstream proton

density.  The convective velocity, V, in the downstream region has been determined

from solar wind electron measurements in the magnetosheath [14].  The average mag-

nitude of V was 115 km/s, about a factor of 4 smaller than the upstream solar wind

speed.  The direction of V was, however, ~ 102° from radial, indicating dawnward and

sunward flow of the plasma in the expanding magnetosheath [14].  Using these pa-

rameters we represent the average downstream H+ spectrum also as a sum of two

CIKFs, shown by the bold solid curve. The measured portion of the downstream dis-

tribution is the strong tail that is well represented by a CIKF (dotted curve) with n =

0.04 cm-3, V = 115 km/s, Vth = 350 km/s and  = 2.9.  The only free parameters of the

core portion of the H+ spectrum (not measured) are the thermal speed and .  The

maximum Vth compatible with observations is 120 km/s.

In Fig. 4b we show the pickup He+ differential spectrum upstream and downstream

of the shock.  The upstream distribution has the expected cutoff at ~20 keV/e, corre-

sponding to about twice the solar wind speed, and a weak tail.  The core portion of the

FIGURE 4.  Differential intensity of (a) protons and (b) pickup He+ upstream (filled circles) and down-

stream (open circles) of the Jovian bow shock, each averaged over the indicated time intervals.  While

the intensity of suprathermal (~2-60 keV/e) protons downstream of the shock is ~8 times higher than

upstream, the opposite is the case for He+ whose downstream intensity between ~2.5-25 keV/e is lower

by ~5 compared to upstream, with no visible cutoff.  Smooth curves are fits to the spectra using sums of

convected isotropic kappa functions with parameters shown in the figure next to each curve.
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upstream He+ spectrum is well represented by a CIKF (bold dashed curve) with n =

0.00015 cm-3, V = 500 km/s, Vth = 350 km/s and  =30.  The tail portion is also fit

with a CIKF with n = 0.00003 cm-3, V = 500 km/s, Vth = 1700 km/s and  =2.2.

If we assume that the average measured compression factor of 2.43 also applies to

He+, then the total density of the downstream He+ spectrum should be 0.00044 cm-3.

We represent the downstream He+ distribution (open circles) with a CIKF using the

measured average downstream convective velocity [14] and n = 0.00044 cm-3.  The

only free parameters are Vth and   which are determined to be 1100 km/s and 2.9 re-

spectively by the best fit to the measured downstream He+ spectrum above ~5 keV/e.

At energies greater than 60 keV/e this fit is compatible with the differential total en-

ergy flux of ions [15] measured with the HI-SCALE instrument.  Below ~5 keV/e the

CIKF fit is still within the error bars of the measured spectrum, although the addition

of an 'inner core', shown as the light dashed curve, would fit the data best.  This inner

core contribution is most likely of local origin, namely He+ ions escaping Jupiter's

magnetosphere, or pickup He+ produced in the magnetosheath from Jovian neutral He.

The cutoff of this local Jovian pickup He+ spectrum should be at the He+ speed of

~230 km/s, corresponding to the ~4.5 keV/e cutoff of the inner core CIKF fit.

The solar wind electron temperature increased from ~0.15 MK to ~1.2 MK across

the shock and then decreased almost linearly in the magnetosheath where the average

temperature was ~0.75 MK [14].  The corresponding average solar wind proton tem-

perature, derived from the CIKF fit to the sheath core H+ distribution, is ~0.87 MK

(Vth = 120 km/s, see Fig. 4a).  Assuming that the proton temperature decreased across

the sheath at the same rate as the electron temperature, the H+ temperature just down-

stream of the shock is ~1.4 MK.  The core H+ temperature, ~0.087 MK (Vth = 38

km/s) upstream, jumps by a factor of ~16 at the shock.  This agrees with the predicted

temperature jump of ~15.5 computed from the shock compression ratio which is esti-

mated to be ~3.75 from the change in the magnetic field strength (~0.67 nT to ~2.5 nT

[11]) and solar wind electron density (~0.05 cm-3 to ~0.19 cm-3 [14]) across the shock.

The corresponding temperature jump across the shock for pickup He+ is ~15.8, while

that for solar wind electrons is only ~8, or half as much as that for H+ and He+.

The tail portions of the distributions seem to behave differently.  For H+ the frac-

tion of the density in the tail jumps from ~0.004 upstream to ~0.27 in the magne-

tosheath, yet the thermal speed decreases by about a factor of 2.  This temperature de-

crease may be an artifact of the CIKF fits to the tails, since ions with energies greater

than a few MeV are apparently not affected by this shock [15].  In the case of He+ the

entire core distribution appears to be heated, with no evidence of a distinct tail in the

observed average magnetosheath spectrum.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We concentrated here on observations of pickup He+ and solar wind H+ and He++ up-
stream and downstream of the Jovian bow shock. We believe that these results have
important implications for ion heating and acceleration as well as the production of
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ENAs at the termination shock. Not discussed were observations and studies of the
ubiquitous suprathermal tails seen in the quiet and disturbed slow wind, as well as in

the super-quiet fast wind from polar coronal holes [16].  Instead of diminishing rapidly
with heliocentric distance, these tails are found to persist to at least 5.4 AU where they
become even harder [16].  Also not discussed here (but see [5,17,18]) were chemical
and isotopic abundances in the Local Interstellar Cloud deduced from observations of

interstellar pickup ions with the SWICS instruments on Ulysses and ACE, as well as
other interesting characteristics of interstellar and inner source pickup ions.
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